Poznań, September 25, 2014

Prof. Dr. Johan van Benthem
The Institute for Logic, Language and Computation
University of Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Dear Professor van Benthem,

on the occasion on your retirement from the University of Amsterdam we heartfully wish you greatest successes in your further scientific work and only good days in your private life.

We highly appreciate your scientific achievements, your steady support for logic in Poland and, in particular, for our own attempts in logics of language. Our stays in ILLC, due to your kind invitation, extremely stimulated our professional development and academic careers. The participation in the program Tempus together with ILLC was an essential stimulus for the creation of computer science in our faculty.

Being unable to personally attend the ceremony of your retirement, we will assist you there virtually, with our thoughts, best regards and wishes.

Wojciech Buszkowski

and

Maciej Kandulski